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Abstract
Background: Prostate Cancer (PrCa) is the second leading cancer diagnosed in men worldwide.
Hereditary prostate cancer accounts for around 5% to 10% of these cases.
Objective: To provide an accessible, easy-to-use resource to improve clinicians’ awareness regarding
susceptibility genes for hereditary PrCa and the disease spectrum associated with these genes.
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Methods: Thirty-seven potential genes were identified by searching for relevant studies in PubMed.
Each candidate gene was evaluated using data from six well established genetic resources: ClinGen,
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines, Gene-NCBI, GeneCards, Genetics
Home Reference, and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM). Afterward, a validated
Natural Language Processing (NLP)-based literature review protocol was used to assess genedisease associations where findings were not conclusive.
Results: Among 37 candidate genes, 14 (ATM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CHEK2, HOXB13, MLH1,
MSH2, MSH6, NBN, PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, and PMS2) were verified based on the six genetic
resources. Ninety diseases were found to be associated with these 14 PrCa susceptibility genes. The
following diseases were associated with more than one PrCa susceptibility gene: prostate, ovarian,
breast, gastric, colorectal, pancreatic, endometrial, hepatobiliary, kidney, sebaceous, urinary tract,
bladder, small intestine, and thyroid cancers; adrenal cortical carcinoma, glioblastoma multiforme,
leukemia, melanoma, sarcoma, and benign skin conditions.
Conclusion: We identified and verified 14 PrCa susceptibility genes and their associations with
other diseases. We also found 90 associations with other diseases, including female genital,
gastrointestinal, breast, and urinary tract cancers. Patients bearing these PrCa susceptibility genes
may need close surveillance and relevant counseling beyond their PrCa risk.
Keywords: Prostate cancer; Germline mutation; Disease spectrum; Cancer susceptibility gene

Introduction
Prostate Cancer (PrCa) is the most common noncutaneous malignancy for men worldwide
[1]. According to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program (SEER) database, the
incidence of prostate cancer was 106.4 per 100,000 men per year, and the death rate was 18.9 per
100,000 men per year between 2014 and 2019 in the US [2]. Based on cancer statistics 2022, PrCa
accounted for 26% of all cancers in men, with the estimated number of new cases and deaths related
to PrCa being 268,490 and 34,500, respectively in the US [2]. Globally, there were 1,414,259 new
cases of prostate cancer and an estimated 375,304 deaths in 2020 [3].
Genetic, environmental, and behavioral factors all play a role in PrCa’s pathogenesis [1].
Hereditary prostate cancer accounts for around 5% to 10% of newly diagnosed PrCa cases [4].
According to a recent Nordic Twin Study of Cancer, major susceptibility genes plus minor genes
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and SNPs account for 57 percent of PrCa risk [5]. Germline genetic
testing can aid in detecting inherited pathogenic variants in genes
related to PrCa [6]. It is becoming apparent that germline testing is
vital for assessing, detecting, and managing PrCa [7].

Table 1 summarizes these findings. The last access date to all genetic
databases was March 01st, 2021.
ClinGen: ClinGen is a resource organized by the Clinical Genome
Resource that uses a standardized clinical validity framework to
review available data in order to validate a gene-disease association
and aid in illness management. Initially, we gleaned information
on gene-disease association from ClinGen’s ‘Gene-Disease Validity’
reports (https://search.clinicalgenome.org/kb/gene-validity). Second,
we reviewed the ClinGen ‘Actionability’ reports, in order to assess
gene-disease relationships (https://clinicalgenome.org/workinggroups/actionability/).

Many of the genes linked to PrCa cause hereditary cancer
syndromes with risk for various diseases. It is difficult for clinicians
to keep up with the expanding understanding of each gene and its
disease spectrum. As a result, clinicians need to learn about new genes
and disease spectrums they may be unfamiliar with [8]. For example,
prostate cancer risk is increased by the Lynch syndrome genes
(i.e., MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, and EPCAM) which also cause
increased risk of numerous other cancers and diseases, including
colorectal cancer, and endometrial cancer [9].

ClinGen classified the strength of ‘Gene-Disease Validity’ as
‘Definitive,’ ‘Strong,’ ‘Moderate’, ‘Limited’, ‘Refuted,’ ‘Disputed’,
or ‘No Reported Evidence,’ depending on the grade of evidence. If
a relationship was classified as ‘Definitive,’ ‘Strong,’ or ‘Moderate,’
it was encoded as ‘1’ in this study. If a relationship was labeled as
‘Limited,’ it was encoded as ‘9’. If a relationship was labeled as
‘Refuted,’ ‘Disputed,’ or ‘No Reported Evidence,’ it was encoded as
‘0’ in this study.

The ever-expanding medical literature further hinders a physician’s
ability to extract relevant genetic information efficiently. As a result,
many clinicians rely on genetic resources for information, such as
ClinGen, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
guidelines, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) Genetics
Home Reference, GeneCards, and Gene-NCBI. Unfortunately, many
of these resources are incomplete, contradictory and confusing,
leading to inadequate management or over management, depending
on which resource is used.

The ‘Actionability report’ in ClinGen summarizes secondary
findings in patients. This report also includes diseases caused by
susceptibility genes that could be prevented or alleviated. When a
disease was a manifestation of a genetic disorder, when screening or
preventive intervention was suggested for that disease, or when the
disease was confirmed in the ‘Penetrance’ section of the ‘Actionability’
report, a gene-disease relationship was encoded as ‘1’ in our database.
If the report suggested a probable but not definite link, the genedisease relationship was encoded as ‘9’.

To address these concerns, our team developed a novel approach
based on six common genetic resources and our own Natural Language
Processing (NLP) literature review tool to create a semi-automated
procedure for accurately identifying, evaluating, and curating
diseases and disease syndromes associated with cancer susceptibility
genes [8,10,11]. This study aims to provide an accessible, easy-to-use
resource to improve clinicians’ awareness regarding susceptibility
genes for hereditary PrCa and the disease spectrum associated with
these genes.

NCCN: The majority of the data was gathered from the NCCN
Guidelines Prostate Cancer Version 1.2022 [14]. A gene-disease
association was coded as “1” if a feature or disease was utilized to
identify patients for genetic testing or if disease management was
indicated for mutation carriers. If NCCN determined a possible

Methods
Determination of prostate cancer susceptibility genes
The prostate cancer susceptibility genes (PrCaSGs) were chosen
using the method described here. We began by searching the PubMed
Database with the following query: “Familial prostate cancer” [All
Fields] OR hereditary prostate cancer [Text Word]. We reviewed
all abstracts and selected those relating to germline mutations. For
these papers, we retrieved and evaluated the full-text article, and
identified 37 candidate germline genes. We generated and validated
a list of PrCaSGs from these core candidate genes using a two-step
procedure, as previously published by Wang et al. [10] and illustrated
in Figure 1. We began by searching six well-known genetic databases:
ClinGen, NCCN guidelines, OMIM, Genetics Home Reference,
GeneCards, and Gene-NCBI. Because ClinGen and NCCN guidelines
are developed by a defined process using experts, we considered them
to be the most authoritative databases in terms of current thought. In
the second step, we used our NLP-based literature review strategy to
search for unidentified references and to validate unclear connections
[12,13].

Table 1: Associations between susceptibility genes and prostate cancer in 6
genetic resources.
Genetic Resources
Gene

ATM

Diseases associated with PrCaSGs were first identified using
six genetic databases (NCCN, ClinGen, Genetic Home Reference,
OMIM, Gene-NCBI, and GeneCards) and a literature review. Each
possible relationship in each of these databases was encoded in
our sources as a “1” if the relationship was definitive, a “9” if the
relationship was possible, and a “0” if there was no relationship.

1

BRCA2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CHEK2

1

HOXB13

1

MLH1

1

1

MSH2

1

1

MSH6

1

1

NBN

1

PALB2

1

RAD51C

1

RAD51D

1

PMS2

Gene-NCBI

1

BRCA1

BRIP1

Assessment of gene-disease association
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Genetics
ClinGen NCCN
Home
OMIM GeneCards
Reference

1

1

9*

The number ‘1’ indicates that the gene was associated with PC in the resource
*There was a possible association between this gene and prostate cancer in
NCCN
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Figure 1: Flowchart describing the method to Identify PCSG susceptibility genes. The number ‘1’ indicates that the gene was associated with PCSG in the
resource. The number ‘0’ indicates that the gene’s association with PCSG was refuted in the resource. The number ‘9’ indicates that the gene’s association with
PCSG was unclear in the resource.
*Uncertain association indicates that the gene’s association with PCSG is unclear and it may or may not be associated with PCSG, further studies are required to
refute or accept the association

correlation, the gene-disease relationship was assigned coded as “9.”

The McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine publishes and periodically
updates the ‘OMIM’ online guide of human genes and genetic
phenotypes. To determine gene-disease correlations, the “Clinical
Synopses” table for each gene was examined.

Other genetic databases: Other credible resources, such as
OMIM’, ‘Genetics Home Reference’, ‘GeneCards’, and ‘GeneNCBI’ (detailed below), were also used to determine gene-disease
associations. If a gene-disease association was found in a database, it
was encoded as ‘1’ in for that resource in our database.
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Table 2: Disease spectrum associated with PCSGs.
PCSGs
Disease

Number of
genes

ATM BRCA1 BRCA2 BRIP1 CHEK2 HOXB13 MLH1

Prostate Cancer

14

+

+

+

+

Ovarian Cancer

11

+

+

+

+

Breast Cancer

7

+

+

+

Gastric Cancer

6

+

Colorectal Cancer

6

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

NBN PALB2 RAD51C RAD51D PMS2
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

Pancreatic Cancer

5

Endometrial Cancer

4

+

+

+

+

Glioblastoma
Multiforme

4

+

+

+

+

Hepatobiliary Cancer

4

+

+

+

+

Kidney Cancer

4

+

+

+

Sebaceous Cancer

4

+

+

+

+

Skin disorder (Benign)

4

+

+

+

+

Urinary Tract Cancer

4

+

+

+

+

Adrenocortical
Carcinoma

3

+

+

+

Bladder Cancer

3

+

+

+

Small Intestine
Cancer

2

+

+

Ependymoma

1

Leukemia

1

Melanoma

1

Sarcoma

1

Thyroid Cancer

+

+

MSH2 MSH6

+

+

+
+
+
+

1
90

+

+
6

4

5

2

7

2

14

14

13

2

5

3

3

10

The ‘+’ sign indicates that the gene was associated with the disease in the resource

database ‘Genetics Home Reference,’ which was designed after the
publication of the human genome map in 2003. This database is
intended to make the linkage between genetics and disease more
transparent for the community. The “health conditions related to the
Genetic Changes” subtitle for each gene was used to determine the
gene-disease association.

Moreover, if the gene-disease association was not encoded as ‘1’
in ClinGen or NCCN, and the association was present in <3 other
genetic databases (OMIM, Genetic Home Reference, GeneCards,
and Gene-NCBI), it was labeled as “uncertain.” If the gene-disease
association was encoded as a ‘0’ in ClinGen or NCCN, it was labeled
as ‘no association’.

‘GeneCards’ is an extensive database of human genes. The
GeneCards Suite Project Team reviews and updates the content
of this source. To identify gene-disease associations, each gene’s
“disorders” table was used.

We then reviewed the literature for all “uncertain” genedisease associations, using an abstract classifier NLP algorithm to
determine if an abstract is related to cancer penetrance or not in
germline cancer susceptibility genes [12,13]. Basically, the algorithm
uses a Support Vector Machine Technique to classify abstracts as
penetrance, prevalence, both, or neither; as germline vs. somatic; and
as polymorphism vs. not [12]. This NLP abstract classifier is a semiautomated approach with validated performance [13].

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
database ‘Gene-NCBI’ centralizes gene-related data into individual
records. The data contains various gene-specific information, such as
gene products and their expression, attributes, interactions, variation,
and phenotypic effects. To determine gene-disease associations, the
“Phenotypes” section for each gene was used.

The output of the algorithm was independently reviewed by
two researchers. The full text of penetrance studies was reviewed to
determine the gene-disease associations depending on the type of
study, sample size, carrier numbers, and ascertainment criteria.

Assessment of the gene-disease relationship
Figure 1 summarizes the method of validating the gene-disease
association. ClinGen and NCCN were thought to be the most
authoritative of the aforementioned six databases, and these two
were curated as key resources. The gene-disease association was
labeled “confirmed” if it was encoded as ‘1’ in either ClinGen or
NCCN. Furthermore, if the gene-disease association was encoded as
‘1’ in ≥ 3 other genetic databases (OMIM, Genetic Home Reference,
GeneCards, and Gene-NCBI), it was labeled as ‘confirmed.’
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When we couldn’t find any relevant penetrance abstracts, we
labeled the relationship as “no association.” We updated the genedisease association from ‘uncertain’ to ‘confirmed’ when we found at
least one high-quality penetrance study with statistical significance.
When we found studies that suggested an association but lacked
specific penetrance data, we labeled the gene-disease relationship as
“uncertain.” Finally, in group meetings, we discussed all of the gene-
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disease associations and assigned them by consensus.

gastrointestinal tracts, breast cancer, and some benign tumors were
among the PrCa susceptibility gene-related diseases.

Results

Ovarian, breast, gastric, colorectal, and pancreatic cancer had
the highest number of associations in common with these genes.
ATM gene was associated with all five cancer types; PALB2 gene
was associated with all but colorectal cancer; BRCA1 and BRCA2
genes were associated with ovarian, breast, and pancreatic cancer;
and CHEK2 gene was associated with gastric, breast, and colorectal
cancer. MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2, all of which are linked to
Lynch syndromes, were associated with the broadest range of genedisease associations. BRIP1, NBN, and HOXB3 were related to only
one disease other than prostate cancer, respectively ovarian cancer,
leukemia, and ependymoma.

PrCa susceptibility genes determined in six genetic
sources and NLP-based literature review
From the 37 potential genes, 14 PrCa candidate genes were
identified (Table 1). The NCCN database was primarily used for
determining the PrCa susceptibility genes, and all but one was present
in this database. Only the PMS2 gene was missing from NCCN but it
was found in the ClinGen database. PrCa was found to be associated
with BRCA1, BRCA2, MLH1, MSH2, and MSH6 in both ClinGen and
NCCN. BRCA1 was also documented in Genetics Home Reference,
and BRCA2 was also reported in OMIM and Gene-NCBI. We found
an association between PrCa and ATM, BRIP1, PALB2, RAD51C,
and RAD51D only in NCCN. NBN was determined by Genetics
Home Reference as well as NCCN. OMIM, GeneCards, Gene-NCBI,
and NCCN all identified CHEK2. All genetic sources except
ClinGen identified HOXB13.

Among the 14 mutations associated with PrCa, 11 were linked
to female genital cancers, 9 to gastrointestinal cancers, 7 to breast
cancer, and 5 to urinary tract cancers and skin tumors.
The disease spectrum of each gene is summarized in Table 2.

The disease spectrum associated with PrCa susceptibility
genes

Discussion

For the 14 PrCa susceptibility genes, we identified 90 genedisease associations (Table 2, 3). Cancers of the genitourinary and

In the present study, we reviewed PubMed to screen for candidate
genes associated with hereditary prostate cancer and found 37 such

Table 3: PC susceptibility genes associated disease spectrum.
Gene

Breast

Female

Urinary Tract Cancer

GI Malignancy

Other Cancers

Skin Tumors

ATM

+

Ovarian

Pancreatic,

BRCA1

+

Ovarian

Pancreatic

BRCA2

+

Ovarian

Pancreatic

Uveal Melanoma

Melanoma

Gastric,

Colorectal

BRIP1
CHEK2

Ovarian
+

Gastric,

Osteosarcoma,

Colorectal

Thyroid

Urinary Tract,

Gastric,

Adrenocortical,

Bladder

Hepatobiliary,

Glioblastoma Multiforme,

Pancreatic,

Sebaceous

Kidney

HOXB13

Ependymoma

MLH1

Endometrial, Ovarian

Skin disorder

Small Intestine,
Colorectal
Kidney,
MSH2

Gastric,

Urinary Tract,

Hepatobiliary,

Bladder

Small Intestine,

Endometrial, Ovarian

Adrenocortical,
Glioblastoma Multiforme
Skin disorder

Sebaceous

Colorectal

MSH6

Endometrial, Ovarian

Kidney,

Gastric,

Adrenocortical,

Urinary Tract,

Hepatobiliary

Glioblastoma Multiforme,

Bladder

Colorectal

Sebaceous

NBN

Skin disorder

Leukemia
Gastric,

PALB2

+

Ovarian
Pancreatic

RAD51C

+

Ovarian

RAD51D

+

Ovarian

PMS2

Endometrial, Ovarian

Kidney,

Hepatobiliary

Glioblastoma Multiforme,

Urinary Tract

Colorectal

Sebaceous

Skin disorder
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genes. Afterward, we used a predefined protocol using six wellknown gene databases to evaluate the association of these genes
with hereditary prostate cancer and identified 14 of them as PrCa
susceptibility genes. We also evaluated the association of these PrCa
susceptibility genes with other diseases using the same protocol
and found 90 associations. We focused on the presence of a sound
association between PrCa susceptibility genes and their spectrum of
diseases. The strength of association was not within the scope of this
paper.

Among the 14 mutations associated with PrCa, 9 were associated
with gastrointestinal and 5 with urinary tract cancers. It seems
essential to perform further studies to guide counseling for all
relatives of hereditary PrCa patients with these mutations in terms of
gastrointestinal and urinary tract cancers.
Among the 14 genes, three genes were associated with only one
disease except PrCa. These genes were BRIP1, NBN, and HOXB13.
The BRIP1 gene was associated only with ovarian cancer and the
NBN gene was associated only with acute lymphoblastic leukemia in
addition to PrCa. The relatives of PrCa patients with mutations in the
BRIP1 and NBN genes may need counseling in terms of follow-up for
ovarian cancer and acute lymphoblastic leukemia, respectively.

Ovarian, breast, gastric, colorectal, and pancreatic cancer had
the highest number of associations in common with these PrCaSGs.
The ATM gene was associated with all five cancer types; PALB2 gene
was associated with four of them; BRCA1, BRCA2, and CHEK2
genes were associated with three of them. These findings suggest that
individuals with these mutations would benefit from close follow-up
and preventive measures for early detection and prevention of these
cancer types. In terms of family history of cancer, clustering of these
cancers may prompt genetic testing regarding these mutations. The
NCCN guidelines suggest that PrCa screening may be recommended
for subjects with BRCA2 mutations and it may be considered in
subjects with BRCA1 mutations, starting at age 40 [14].

The HOXB13 gene was associated only with ependymoma
in addition to PrCa. Notably, unlike prostate adenocarcinoma,
neuroendocrine PrCa has been associated with loss of HOXB13
expression [16]. Ependymomas, as well as neuroendocrine PrCa,
originate from the neural crest. Therefore, we suggest that counseling
patients with hereditary PrCa with HOXB13 mutations in terms of
ependymoma development may be beneficial.
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network Prostate Cancer
guidelines recommend genetic testing for patients with a history
of high- or very high-risk regional or metastatic prostate cancer or
localized disease with intraductal/cribriform histology, personal
history of exocrine pancreatic, colorectal, gastric, melanoma,
pancreatic, upper tract urothelial, glioblastoma, biliary tract or small
intestinal cancers, a strong family history of cancer, or a family history
of high-risk germline mutations [17].

There seems to be an association between all the genes (except
EPCAM) related to Lynch syndrome and PrCa. Routine screening
for PrCa is not recommended for patients with Lynch syndrome by
the CDC or NCCN [9,15]. The cumulative risk of PrCa in patients
with Lynch syndrome (e.g., 7% for those with MSH1 mutation)
was reported to be lower than the general population (11.6%) in
the NCCN guidelines, but the authors of these guidelines do not
interpret this as a reduced risk for PrCa. This may be because PrCa
is generally seen in the older adult population, and patients with
Lynch syndrome may have a shorter survival because of early death
due to other cancers. In patients with Lynch syndrome, the risk of
urothelial cancer is greater among carriers of MSH2 P/LP variants,
relative to MLH1 and MSH6 P/LP variant carriers [9]. A particular
surveillance strategy has not been recommended by the NCCN, but
surveillance may be considered in selected individuals-including
those with a family history of urothelial cancer or individuals with
MSH2 pathogenic variants. Annual urinalysis starting at age 30 to 35
years is reported to be potentially beneficial for these groups [9]. The
present study’s findings suggest that there may be an elevated risk
for PrCa in patients with Lynch syndrome, except for those with an
EPCAM mutation. Therefore, our findings suggest the possibility of
an association which may require further investigation.

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network Prostate Cancer
Early Detection Guidelines recommend risk and benefit discussion
and decide PSA testing and digital rectal examination using shared
decision making in the initial evaluation for men at risk for PrCa.
Prostate biopsy or surveillance is recommended according to the
results of these tests [18].
There are various PrCa genetic test panels, most of which include
all 14 PrCaSGs we determined in the present study with few exceptions
[19-25]. Although most of these 14 mutations are not included among
the recommended mutations for screening in the genetic resources
other than NCCN, they are included in all of the mentioned PrCa
genetic test panels and in the NCCN guidelines. Notably, the available
PrCa genetic test panels include many mutations other than these 14
mutations.
We suggest that identifying these 14 PrCaSG and the diseases
associated with them would provide clinically relevant information to
facilitate better cancer/disease screening and prevention. This paper
also adds to the available body of evidence in terms of screening for
these 14 mutations in people at risk and surveillance for the other
diseases associated with these mutations. Also, referring to the disease
spectrum information we identified may be helpful for clinicians in
the differential diagnosis and family screening processes. Although
the most recent NCCN guidelines include all of these 14 genes we
identified, the other genetic databases seem to need an update, and
adding these mutations to those databases could facilitate a more
widespread utilization of these evidence-based tests.

In the present study, CHEK2 mutation was associated with the
widest spectrum of gene-disease associations (seven associations)
apart from the genes associated with Lynch syndrome. These diseases
were breast, gastric, colorectal, kidney and thyroid cancer, and
sarcoma.
All PrCa mutations except HOXB13 and NBN seem to be
associated with female genital or breast cancer. Among the 14
mutations associated with PrCa, 11 were related to female genital and
7 with breast cancers. Especially female relatives of hereditary PrCa
patients may need testing to determine need for closer follow-up in
terms of female genital and breast cancer screening. On the other
hand, male relatives of female genital and breast cancer patients who
bear these mutations may need a closer follow-up in terms of PrCa
screening. There is a need for further studies regarding the optimal
means of cancer screening in PrCa patients with these mutations.
Remedy Publications LLC., | http://surgeryresearchjournal.com
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treatment decision. Currently, the FDA have approved two PARP
inhibitors (olaparib and rucaparib) for use in PrCa with mutations
in at least 14 homologous recombination repair genes (BRCA1,
BRCA2, ATM, BARD1, BRIP1, CDK12, CHEK1, CHEK2, FANCL,
PALB2, RAD51B, RAD51C, RAD51D, and RAD54L) [17,26]. These
two PARP inhibitors led to improved overall survival and progression
free survival and there is ongoing research regarding other PARP
inhibitors [27]. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment in terms of
PrCa mutations may aid in prediction of clinical benefit in response
to these treatment options.
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